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About This Game

The game unfolds in a place long forgotten by people. Your plane craches and alone among winter mountains, cold and
darkness. Your task is to get out of this accursed place at all costs, but it will not be easy. From there more no one came back,
everyone froze in the ice, died of hunger or they were overtaken by creatures that live in these places. Search food, water and

warm places to not freeze and not die. In the game there are three indicators - thirst, hunger and cold, if one from the indicators
will be at zero, then you are waiting for death, watch them so as not to perish. Look for sheets with tips left by people who were

there before. There are two ways to get out of this cold prison, find one of them and overcome all obstacles standing in your
way. Also in the game there are several puzzles that you have to decide in order to survive. In this game, there are several

modes: 1) Escape mode, you need to get out of the area to which you will get, using hints scattered through out all locations in
the forest.

2) Survival mode, it will be added to the game a little later together with the cooperative mode of the game so you can play with
your friends and pass all levels together. In the mode of survival, you must last as long as possible in severe winter conditions:

create shelters, look for food and water, create new equipment that allows you to stay longer сold and much more.
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Title: The Frost
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Tephra Company
Publisher:
Tephra
Release Date: 15 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7,8,10

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: Sound Card

English
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BEST GAME EVER MADE NO BUG REALLY REALISTIC GOOD WAR SIMULATOR BEST GRAPHIC EVER MADE
BEST LOADING SCREEN OF THE UNIVERSE BEST BACKGROUND AND THE MOST FUN GAME EVER MADE. this
is a great management game that is alot of fun but i cannot reccommend at the time as items that i order keep dissapearing and
leaving me short, this means it takes me longer to get objectives done and leaves me frustrated. hopefully it is something that
will be fixed but until then i just cannot enjoy the game.. I came for a slightly chaotic restaurant manager/tycoon. I got Diner
Dash mixed with Overcooked.
You can't pick your menu, you can't place the equipment, you can't really manage anything. A lot of the upgrades just make
things worse or harder for you. (Example: An upgraded restaurant just makes you have to walk farther for things.)
It's fun until about halfway through when the customers stop being entertaining and just start being annoying or just outright
stupid. Didn't know color mechanics were in the game either. Drinks and ice cream are terrible if colorblind.

If you have a group of friends, go for it. If you're by yourself or with one other I would give it a pass.. The one time that this
game made it past the loading screen, it seemed like an interesting concept. Much like Banished or Dawn of Man, except
childlike. Unfortunately, of the two dozen times I've launched this game, it's only worked once, coincidentally that was the same
time that the developer was tracking my use for info. It's only loaded that one time. Every other attempt ha ended in frustration
and using task manager to end the process, because it locks my computer. Still waiting for a refund. WORKING WINDOWS 10
FUNCIONA EN WINDOWS 10
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The dark souls of videogames.. I hope the developers keeps working on this game because he have potential, but, on the current
state and price no, not yet...
. I think this is a nice take on hidden object games. Offers puzzles & teasers too. Suitable for all ages.. Let me just say that this
game is.. so funny!
And for less than 2\u20ac\/$.. I would recommend it all the times!
Basically, it works as a normal action game - and it's all quite easy to explain, while it's.. very hard to master the whole game!
Every single level of this game is based in a rectangle-shaped world, with all the four walls closed. You will play as a small ninja
- I STRONGLY advise to use a controller - and you'll be able to use the four traditional keys: A is used to jump (I'm referring to
a XBOX controller, but anyways you'll be able to remap and see everything in-game), X is used to swing your sword, B to throw
a shuriken (you'll have 3 shurikens only for each level) and Y.. no, I was joking. The Y key isn't used at all.
The levels will have lots of platforms, spikes and such - all is drawn in a cartoonish way, and I loved it. Hitboxes work greatly!
On these platforms, you'll see nazi robots or.. whatever they are. Your job is to kill these robots, which are static and won't
attack you.
What's the perk?
Well - 10 SECONDS!
Within 10 seconds, you'll have to clear the map! And this is.. extremely challenging, especially if you want to get more stars and
do everything quickly!
The game as I said goes smooth as silk, it's super fast and I've never encountered any kind of glitch or freeze. You'll have to
combine every single attack and jump, and be prepared to restart a lot every single level..
But it's worth it!
The upper part of the screen will show the three shurikens at your disposal, the total time going down from 10.00 to 0 - insta-kill
- and, on the upper right part, the best time that you have to beat if you want to improve yourself and get more stars.
The game, basically, is all here. And it's beautiful to kill time - it's challenging, funny, entertaining and well-made.
And it costs literally a very affordable amount of money!
There are also funny cutscenes, that will somehow enhance your gameplay - the whole game lasts for about 6-7 hours, but there
are bonus levels and of course it won't be that easy to get all the stars on around 50 levels!
There are also nazi bosses.. which unfortunately make up the easiest levels, but anyways every single static robot in some way
will be defeatable with a single blow.. the time's definitely the enemy here.
If you like quick casual games that are also challenging, this one's for you. You'll need strategy in order to get through all the
levels and the puzzles, or better.. the combination of jumps, sword attacks and shurikens needed to clear the stages.
Definitely recommended! Grab a controller! And there are also leaderboards somewhere :P. Good:
Better players (not less toxic, just better, mostly with mics) compared to MM, sometimes faceit.
Less cheaters (still some, as you see by users banned recently on esea pages)
Decent servers

Bad:
Paid service
Longer queue times compared to competitors
Buggy client (bugs usually occur when joining, so you get cooldowns..)
Not synced with steam updates (takes hours usually till synched with game updates)
Some people experience issues with other software or devices. (alt tab is usually a common crash with esea).
No true elo algo - hard to judge where your skill lies, several different hardly explained, confusing metrics.

Also, ESEA prevents team from recording time spent. So I had to create a dummy exe to idle for a few minutes just to write this
post - that annoyed me.

I advise trying esea at least once. I have been subbed and unsubbed to esea numerous times as and when it annoyed me. At the
moment, it is annoying me more than pleasing me.

I cannot reccommend this product given my recent experience. Probably not sub again after this month is over. Maybe it is
better for serious league type players, can't comment though.
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